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FТrstlв, аe НТsМuss an error Тn tСe НerТvatТon of tСe “StanНarН” Doppler shift formula: 

  cos11 2  eo . On correcting it, we then obtain   21cos1   eo . However, this 

“МorreМt” speМТal relatТvТstТМ formula for tСe Doppler sСТft НТsaРrees аТtС tСe Ives-Stilwell experiment, and with all 

experiments supporting the standard formula. We therefore argue that the relativity of time is ruled out by experiments, 

anН tСat tСe unТversalТtв of tТme Тs upСelН as tСe onlв possТble alternatТve. UnТversal tТme also arТses “naturallв” аТtСТn 

the categorical framework of the Universal Theory of Relativity. 
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I. Introduction 

While proposing special relativity, Einstein took [1–3] a bold and revolutionary step of 

proposing, also, the relativity of time. 

Special relativity got eventual wide acceptance when its predictions agreed with results of 

the Ives-Stilwell experiment [4] and those of many cosmic ray experiments involving highly 

energetic charges emitting radiation [5]. 

Since then, the relativity of time; that time runs at different rates for observers differing in 

tСeТr states of motТonν Тs tСe “ТmplТМТt” basТs of tСeorТes lТke quantum fТelН tСeorв [θ], Рeneral 

relativity [7], unified field theory [8], string theory [9], quantum gravity [10], cosmology [11], etc. 

Predictions of the relativistic quantum field theory (specifically, those of quantum 

electrodynamics and quantum chromo-dynamics) have been verified [6] in many particle 

accelerator experiments, importantly, to quite remarkable accuracies. 

Notwithstanding aforementioned achievements of various theories involving the relativity 

of time, derivation of the standard Doppler shift formula using Lorentz transformations has an 

error that had gone unnoticed in the past. 

Recently, we pointed out this error in Appendix of [1β]. TСereТn, аe СaН obtaТneН “МorreМt 

speМТal relatТvТstТМ formula” for tСe Doppler sСТft, alsoν anН СaН sСoаn tСat Тt НТsaРrees аТtС tСe 

Ives-Stilwell experiment [4]. For completeness here, we will recall the derivation of Doppler shift 

from [12]. 
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II. Deriving doppler shift 

Our further considerations are, then, based on Figure 1, showing in Part (a), a stationary 

sourМe emТttТnР “fТrst” pulse at tТme t1 anН tСe “seМonН” pulse at tТme t2, time measured in the rest-

frame of the source. The frequency of emission of the wave train is then 1/(t2 − t1). TСe “ТnТtТal” 

line-of-sight, (SO), makes an angle   with the Y –axis; as is shown in Figure 1. When the first 

pulse reaches the observer at O, time elapsed in the rest frame of the source is T1 = t1 + (SO)/c. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Let the observer move along the line OP making an angle   with the X-axis, with P 

being the point at which the second pulse reaches the observer at time T2 = t2 + (SP)/c in the 

rest-frame of the source. Then, we have 
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we get:  
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But,  cos)(OPx  and  cos)(OPy  ; and we get to first order of x  and y : 
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Fig. 1. Geometry for derivation of Doppler shift 
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( )cosc T c t OP                    (3) 

 

аСere θ Тs tСe anРle OP makes with SO.  

Now, consider the observer to be stationary and the source to be moving. Then, to first 

order of the infinitesimalsx  and y , considerations similar to those of the above applied to Part 

(b) of Figure 1 lead to  

 

2 1 2 1 2 1

( ) ( )
' ' ' ' sin( ) ' ' cos

SP SP
T T t t t t

c c
          

 

' ' ( )cosc T c t OP                        

(4) 

  

Time measured by the observer is distinguished here an overhead prime.  

Importantly, we are not required to specify how the observer moves along line OP or the 

source moves along line SP, ie, with uniform velocity or uniform acceleration or variable 

acceleration. Equations (3) and (4) hold for any relative motion of the source and observer, 

generally; we note. 

Now, for the case of uniform velocity that we denote as u, we may approximate (see Page 

142 of [13]): 

 

( ) 'SP u t                                         (5) 

 

Using Eq. (5) in Eq. (4), we then obtain 

 

211' (1 cos ) '
' 1 coso e

T t
T

                                           (6) 
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where we have used 211'   et , and that cu/ , with e being the frequency of emitted 

wave in the rest frame of the source. Eq. (6) is the standard formula for Doppler shift (or Eq. (5-

17) on Page 143 of [13]). 

On using the inverse Lorentz transformation in Eq. (3), we also obtain Eq. (6). This is 

therefore the manner in which the special theory of relativity ensures that the observer does not 

detect self-motion using Doppler Effect, then. 

But, Eq. (5) is in error. Distance (SP) is “not” 'tu , but ')( TuSP  . The Source (or the 

observer), if at all it does so, moves only during the period 12 ''' TTT   (or T ); and not during 

the period  12 ''' ttt   (or t ).  

We emphasize here that the time interval t  is that of the emission of successive pulses 

by the source, while the time interval T is that of the reception of those pulses by the observer, 

moving or not.  

Then, using ')( TuSP  , the only correct expression, we obtain:  

 

2' 1' (1 cos ) 1
'(1 cos ) o e

t
T

T

                 (7) 

 

The same equation, Eq. (7), is also obtained using the inverse Lorentz transformation. 

Consequently, it is therefore ensured that the observer does not detect self-motion using Doppler 

Effect. 

In terms of wavelengths, we obtain from Eq. (7): 

 

2
( )

(1 cos ) 1

e
o

                                                          (8) 

 

On calculating for 0 and   , we obtain for the first and second order wavelength 

shifts from the above as:  

 

2
(1) (2) 2 (2) (1)3 3

,
2 2e e

e

                                             (9) 
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Clearly, Eq. (9) provides the parabolic relation of the first order and second order 

wavelength shifts, but аТtС “tСree tТmes” tСe МoeffТМТent as Тs ТmplТeН bв tСe stanНarН formula, Eq. 

(6), for the Doppler shift. 

Recall that Ives and Stilwell experiment [4] shows that: 

 

2
(2) (1)1

2
e

                                                          (10) 

 

Eq. (9) is therefore ruled out by the Ives-StТlаell eбperТment. So, tСeoretТМallв “МorreМt” 

result of special relativity as contained in Eq. (7) is inconsistent with the results of the Ives-Stilwell 

eбperТment. χlso, all eбperТmentsν anН tСere are manвν supportТnР tСe “stanНarН formula”, Eq. (6), 

of the Doppler shift rule out Eq. (7), then. 

SpeМТal relatТvТtв Рets eбperТmentallв rejeМteН, tСen. ωertaТn “uРlв” eбperТmental faМts 

Сave “kТlleН” a beautТful ТНea of relatТve tТme, Сere. 

 

III. Implications 

АТtС “unТversal” tТmeν or tТme runnТnР at tСe same rate for all observersν beТnР tСe “onlв” 

permissible alternative we set TT  ' and tt  ' , now. Then, Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) yield the same 

Doppler shift whenever (SP) = (OP). This is then the manner in which an observer does not detect 

self-motion using Doppler Effect, now. 

For the situation of a uniform velocity u, we then obtain using either Eq. (3) or Eq. (4):  

 

(1 cos )
o e
                                                            (11) 

 

an expression for the Doppler shift that, as can be very easily verified, disagrees with the result of 

the Ives-Stilwell experiment. 

It maв seem tСat tСe “unТversal tТme” Тs ruleН out also bв tСe Ives-Stilwell experiment and 

other cosmic ray related experiments, then. 

But, the involved issue is not just of the velocity dependence of the Doppler shift; but of 

its acceleration dependence, also. 

Recall that the distance traveled by the source (observer) as in Eq. (4) (Eq. (3)) involves its 

acceleration. We emphasize that the acceleration dependence of the Doppler shift has not been 
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investigated, adequately, in interpreting experimental or observational results as in, eg, [4], [14], 

etc.  

Then, we may think of the velocity dependence of the acceleration of a body for the 

possible resolution of this issue. That is to say, we may then assume velocity dependence of 

acceleration that leads to a formula for the Doppler shift agreeing with all the known experimental 

results. 

To this end, recognizing also that it becomes difficult and difficult to accelerate a body at 

higher and higher velocity, we may postulate the velocity dependence of acceleration a as:  

 

( )
o

da
a ca f

d
                                                          (12) 

 

where oa is a constant, cu/ and )(f is some function. Then, we have:  

 

1

20

2 2
( ') ' ( )o

a Kd a
f d Ag B

dt c c c

                              (13) 

 

where K1 is a constant of integration, and we have also set here that   
0

')'()( dfg , 

caA o /2 , and 2
1 /2 cKB  . 

In recognition of fundamental fact that a body of zero inertia moving with 1  cannot be 

accelerated, we set 0a for 1 .  

 Then, if we let  )(g for 1 , we have caAB o /2  . Thus,  

 

2
( )o

ad
g

dt c

                                                   (14) 

 

Therefore, we obtain: 

0 [ ( )]
o

d
t t

A g

                                                   (15) 
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with to as a constant of integration. Here, time t is that of the motion of the source or the observer, 

and was T’ in Eq. (4) or T in Eq. (3). 

To proceed any further, we now need an explicit form of function )(g or of function

)'(f . Using it, we perform the integration in Eq. (15) to obtain the equation as )(Gtt o  , 

where )(G denotes the result of the involved integration.  

TСus, аe obtaТn an equatТon Тn , аСТМС Мan be solveН to obtaТn tСe НТstanМe (SP) traveled 

by the source or distance (OP) traveled by the observer. It can then be used in Eq. (4) or Eq. (3) to 

obtain the Doppler shift formula that can be made consistent with experiments for a proper choice 

of function )'(f  or )(g . 

Hoаever, Тmportant Тs not “tСТs” formula alone, but also are “reason(sΨ” for veloМТtв 

dependence of acceleration. That is, any formula for velocity dependence of acceleration needs to 

be put on some sound physical basis as a resolution of the involved issue. Thence, some physical 

principles, than are meeting the eye and of genuine significance, appear to be involved here. 

 

IV. Discussion 

In conclusion, Eq. (6), the standard formula for Doppler shift, is experimentally supported, 

but is theoretically inappropriate. Furthermore, correct special relativistic formula of Eq. (7) gets 

ruled out by the Ives-Stilwell experiment. 

Now, notice that Eq. (7) has been obtained on transforming time as per Lorentz 

transformation. It is irrelevant whether we use Eq. (3) or Eq. (4) to obtain the Doppler shift, 

because it is also ensured that the observer does not detect, in any manner, self-motion using 

Doppler Effect.  

Therefore, the relativity of time as proposed in special relativity is inconsistent with the 

Ives and Stilwell result, the very first instance indeed of a special relativistic formula contradicting 

any of the laboratory experiments. So, special relativity gets experimentally rejected here. 

It Тs noteаortСв tСat аТtСТn tСe “most Рeneral matСematТМal frameаork” of МateРorв tСeorв 

[15] as has been used to describe the physical concepts of universal relativity, universal time also 

arises in a natural manner [16]. Therefore, we had then also discussed [17–21] in some details, 

various implications of time being universal. 

Then, with universal time and with the (temporally variable) acceleration of the source 

beТnР ТnМluНeН Тn tСe Doppler sСТft, tСe “enerРв buНРet” of tСe prТme mover Тn χGσs anН quasars 

is substantially non-relativistic, and the non-relativistic jets are of wide angular spread. 

Specifically, we find [20, 21] that the blue-shifted jet in micro-quasar SS433 has speed 0.022c and 
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an angular spread of [33o, 133o] with average angle of inclination of the jet to the line of sight 

being 86o. The red-shifted jet has speed of 0.29c, angular spread of [245o, 255o] (obtained from 

only six spectral lines) and an average angle of inclination of 248o to the line of sight. These 

ТnferenМes are аТНelв “НТfferent” tСan tСose obtaТneН [ββ] usТnР tСe stanНarН formula for tСe 

Doppler shift. (Refer to talk by Dr. Sarwe in this conference.)  

In SeМtТon §III, аe НТsМusseН a plausТble аaв to reМonМТle tСe tСeorв of Doppler effeМt аТtС 

results of eбperТments, аТtС unТversal tТme tСat runs at tСe “same rate” for all observers. Аe 

imagined the velocity dependence of acceleration as being this reason. We also emphasized the 

need for physical justification of this assumption. 

We avoid stating an explicit Doppler shift formula here without an appropriate and 

adequate discussion of reason(s) for the velocity dependence of acceleration. This will be the 

subject of an independent study providing for relevant details. 
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